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TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction: 

1.1. These Terms and Conditions shall be binding on you, when entering any competitions on 

DANISH SURF TOUR.  

2. Eligibility & Entry 

2.1. Both Danish and foreign participants are allowed to enter the competition.  

2.2. You may not enter a competition if, on the date it is announced, you do not conform to the 

required profile of entrant. For example, a division may be limited by age  

2.3. All entries must be received by DANISH SURF TOUR by the closing date specified in the 

competition. The registration can also be closed when the participation limit is reach. 

2.4. It is not possible to enter the competition after the registration is closed 

2.5. Entry fees can only be paid through the LiveHeats system  

3.Refunds 



3.1. If a competition is cancelled by the DANISH SURF TOUR Thursday before the competition (or 

earlier) the registered participants gets full refunds of their entry fees. 

3.2. If a participant doesn’t show up on competition day or cancel his/her participation after 

Thursday before the competition, the participant wouldn’t get any refunds.       

4: Decisions 

4.1 All decisions of DANISH SURF TOUR will be final and binding.  

5. Contest:  

5.1. DANISH SURF TOUR does not accept responsibility for entries lost, damaged or delayed in 

transit to the competition address. Proof of posting will not be accepted as proof of receipt (nor 

will proof that an email has been sent be accepted as proof it has been received).  

5.2. The decision of DANISH SURF TOUR’s judges is final and conclusive in all circumstances 

5.3. If a participant wants to make a protest for a specific heat during the contest, he/she shall go 

to the Beach Marshall within 20 min after the heat is finish. After that, the competition will be on 

hold until the HJ and Beach Marshall have discussed the case. A judging scoring decision once 

made is irrevocable, useless the HJ and Beach Marshall notice a mistake in the general procedure 

of the specific heat. Video evidence can be used to clarity a potential mistake. (Inspired by ISA & 

WSL guidelines) 

6. Rankings & Danish Championship 

6.1. The winners of each category in the DANISH SURF TOUR is based on the 3 best event results 

out of the 4 events (Danish + foreign participants)  

6.2. Due DANISH SURF TOUR is the official Danish Championship in surfing, Danish participant are 

automatically a part of the Danish Championship that is based on the overall ranking in DANISH 

SURF TOUR. The best ranked Danish participant in the overall ranking, when all 4 events in done, is 

the new Danish Champion in the specific category.  



6.3: DANISH SURF TOUR will on the last event announce the Danish Junior Champion in each 

category based on surfers under 18 years overall standing in each category. You participate in the 

Junior Championships if you are 18 years or below, and if you don’t turn 19 years before the 3 

November 2019. 

6.4. A participant with a foreign passport can’t become Danish Champion (also junior), but can win 

the DANISH SURF TOUR-title based on the overall ranking.    

6.5. Due to regulatives by The National Olympic Committee & Sports Confederation of Denmark 

(DIF) specific categories are official approven as Danish Championships and some categories 

doesn’t fulfill the requirements yet: Approved categories (Receiving DIF-medals): Shortboard Men, 

Shortboard Women and Longboard Men. Non-approved categories (Receiving DSRF-medals) is 

Longboard Women and Junior (all categories). 

 

7. Health and Safety: 

7.1. You confirm and warrant that to the best of your knowledge your general state of health is 

good and you have no medical condition that could be adversely affected by strenuous exercise or 

any of the events or activities planned or reasonably expected to be involved in the competition.  

7.2. All activities are undertaken at your own risk. You must notify DANISH SURF TOUR of any 

medical or other condition which may mean that you are unfit for participation in a contest as 

soon as you become aware of such a condition.  

8.Prizes: 

8.1. Prizes are not transferable, must (where applicable) be used on the dates specified and may 

not be redeemed for cash.  

9. Publicity 

9.1 Competitors may be required by DANISH SURF TOUR to participate in a photo, video and/or 

film session, and acknowledge that DANISH SURF TOUR has the right to use such publicity photos, 

videos and/or films in any medium and in any reasonable manner it sees fit, unless that person 



informs DANISH SURF TOUR at the time of entering the competition that he or she wishes to 

retain his or her anonymity  

9.2 Contest entries and material submitted in connection with any contest (whether in written, 

audio, electronic or visual form, or any combination of those) or any photographs, video and/or 

film footage and/or audio recording taken of competitors become the property of DANISH SURF 

TOUR, which may use the material in any medium and in any reasonable manner it sees fit. 

Copyright in any such material remains the sole property of DANISH SURF TOUR.  

10. Jurisdiction 

10.1 DANISH SURF TOUR may change these Terms and Conditions at any time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


